
From: Priscilla Burton
To: Haddock, Daron;  OGMCOAL
CC: Christensen, Steve;  Rohrer, Chris
Date: 6/27/2011 11:26 AM
Subject: 0070039 Internal  Dugout Waste Rock site Task 3857

Hello Daron, 

The Dugout waste rock site was reconfigured in 2006 to allow for final capacity of 686,055 yd3 of waste  
(RA Attachment 5-3).  The certified inspection for March 18, 2010 states that the remaining capacity of 
the site is 576,078 Tons.  Using the conversion factor of 110 lbs/ft3 (described in RA Attachment 5-3), the 
remaining volume would then be 387,931 yd3, as of March 2010.  

I have reviewed the Dugout application for placement of 36,000 cu yds of AML waste at the Dugout site. 
As Vicky and I discussed by phone today, prior to recommending approval,  I have  requested copies of 
the 2011 quarterly refuse inspections to learn the current figure for the remaining capacity.  Through our 
conversation, Vickie said it may be difficult to acquire this information.  Please note that the remaining 
capacity is vital to Dugout's internal planning as well as the Division's permitting process.  I have placed a 
call to speak with Dave Spillman, but he is out of the office today.  

The two deficiencies on this issue are written as follows:

R645-301- 514.230, Please provide the most recent certified inspection report for the refuse pile, 
including a statement of remaining capacity in the refuse pile on the date of the inspection. 

R645-301-536.510, In order to relate yardage to tonnage, the application must include an analysis of the 
density of the AML waste, such that the tonnage capacity of the AML waste may be determined and 
related to the remaining capacity reported by the professional engineer in the certified inspection reports.  
If an analysis is not available, please provide an estimate to be used to calculate tonnage.  (Chris R. may 
be able to help with this information.)

Other deficiencies relate to outdated or unclear information in the plan regarding soil salvage, testing and 
reclamation of the waste.  I also discussed these deficiencies with Vicky today:

R645-301-553.300, For the purposes of testing the waste, the Division's topsoil and overburden 
guidelines is referenced on page 5-18 of RA Chap. 5.  The reference statement should be update to read: 
"These samples will be analyzed for the parameters listed in Tables 3 & 7 of the Division's 2008 Topsoil 
and Overburden Guidelines."  Please strike the reference to Leatherwood and Duce, 1988.  

R645-301-121.200 and R645-301-521.165 and R645-301-232.200 and R645-301-232.600, RA 
Attachment 2-2 states that an additional 5,400 yd of subsoil may be excavated from the Northwest portion 
of the site.  Is this salvage still planned?  Will this be accomplished prior to placement of the AML waste?  
To answer these questions, please provide a more recent topography, showing the footprint of the refuse 
pile, because the 2003 As-Built referenced in Section 512.100 and final topography shown on RA Plate 5-
1 provide little information on the current configuration of the pile, but the March 2010 certified inspection 
report states, "The deposition of refuse material is continuing to encroach into new area."  

R645-301-553.252, With regard to the reduced borrow material cover, RA-Attachment 2-2 must state that 
refuse analysis will be monitored to assure that acid/toxic material is buried in the fill and only waste rock 
determined by analysis to be suitable will be mixed with substitute topsoil to provide cover.  Should testing 
of the waste indicate that the final lift is acid/toxic forming, then four feet of cover will be required.   

Although I have spoken with Vicky, she has not seen these deficiencies in writing, please forward to her 
and Dave Spillman as you see fit. 
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